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In planning certain types of trajectories of spacecraft within the solar system, engineers rely on a
technique called gravitational assist, or gravity assist. This technique underlies the feasibility of
effecting a net change in both the speed and direction of motion of a spacecraft by passage through
the gravitational field of a planet or a planetary satellite. The resulting increase, or decrease, in the
kinetic energy of the spacecraft appears to contradict the casual expectation that in such an
encounter the kinetic energy of the spacecraft after the encounter would be the same as that before
the encounter. This paper describes the December 1973 encounter of the Pioneer 10 spacecraft with
the planet Jupiter as a real-life example of gravitational assist. It then discusses the physical
principles involved in understanding the dynamics of the encounter and concludes with remarks on
the important role of gravitational assist in space exploration with artificial spacecraft and in
understanding the motion of comets within the solar system. ©2003 American Association of Physics

Teachers.
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I. THE PARADOX OF GRAVITATIONAL ASSIST

A paraphrased NASA announcement of late 1973: ‘‘F
lowing its launch and escape from the Earth’s gravitatio
field in early March 1972, the Pioneer 10 spacecraft has b
on a Keplerian elliptical orbit about the Sun with an apheli
distance of abut 6 astronomical units~1 AU51.503108 km,
the mean distance of the Earth from the Sun!. During the
planned 4 December 1973 close encounter of the space
with the planet Jupiter at 5.05 AU, the spacecraft’s speed
be increased so that its subsequent path will be a hyperb
escape orbit from the solar system. This effect of the enco
ter with Jupiter is called a gravitational assist.’’

A physics student is entitled to be puzzled by such
announcement and may well express this puzzlement as
lows, ‘‘I have learned that the total energy, kinetic plus p
tential, of a test particle is constant as it is moves through
gravitational field of a far more massive body. The speed
the particle will be increased during the encounter and
direction of its velocity vector will be changed; but as t
particle recedes from the encounter, its speed will gradu
decrease to the same value as that during approach.
expectation is in clear conflict with the NASA announc
ment. What am I missing?’’

The purpose of this paper is to address this paradox f
a physicist’s point of view.

II. THE ENCOUNTER OF PIONEER 10 WITH
JUPITER

An important example of gravitational assist will now b
described using actual data for the December 1973 encou
of the Pioneer 10 spacecraft with the plant Jupiter.1 The de-
scription of the kinetics of this encounter has been deri
from the detailed ephemerides prepared by NASA’s Jet P
pulsion Laboratory and Ames Research Center. Minor
proximations have been made in the interest of clarity
essential validity has been preserved. One such minor
proximation is treating the encounter as having occurred
plane parallel to that of the Earth’s orbit about the Sun~the
ecliptic plane!, i.e., in two dimensions.
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Two coordinate systems, or frames of reference, will
employed. The respective axes of the two systems are p
lel to each other and the systems have a fixed orienta
with respect to distant stars. The primary axis of each
parallel to the vernal equinox~g!, the ascending node of th
ecliptic on the Earth’s equator. The planetocentric system
its origin at the center of Jupiter and the heliocentric syste
at the center of the Sun. Neither is a truly inertial coordin
system but both are adequately accurate approximat
thereto for the present purpose.

The following vector symbols are adopted:

v05pre-enounter velocity of the spacecraft in the

planetocentric system;

v15post-encounter velocity of the spacecraft in the

planetocentric system;

v085pre-encounter velocity of the spacecraft in the

heliocentric system;

v185post-encounter velocity of the spacecraft in the

heliocentric system;

W85velocity of Jupiter in the heliocentric system,

nearly constant throughout the encounter.

As Pioneer 10 approached Jupiter but was at such a
tance from it~about 33 Jovian radii! that the gravitational
force of the Sun was less than 1% of that of the planet,
velocity vectorv08 in the heliocentric coordinate system wa
of magnitude 9.8 km s21 at an angle of 49° counterclockwis
~as viewed from the north ecliptic pole! of the line from the
Sun to the planet. During the encounter, the heliocentric
locity of JupiterW8 was eastward perpendicular to the Su
planet line with a magnitude of 13.5 km s21.

The pre-encounter velocityv0 of the spacecraft in the
planetocentric coordinate system was given by the ve
equation
448p/ © 2003 American Association of Physics Teachers
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v05v082W8. ~1!

The vector diagram corresponding to Eq.~1! is shown in
the upper panel of Fig. 1. The vectorv0 had a magnitude o
8.9 km s21 and an angle of 43° clockwise of the Sun-plan
line. At the spacecraft’s closest approach to the planet it
at a radial distance of 2.84 planetary radii or 2.0273105 km
and its speed in the planetocentric coordinate system
37 km s21. In the planetocentric system the path of t
spacecraft was a hyperbola with constant total energy
with the focus of the hyperbola at the center of the plane2,3

As the spacecraft receded beyond the planet’s gravitati
influence, its velocity vectorv1 had been rotated counte
clockwise formv0 by 116° and its magnitude had returned
its pre-encounter value of 8.9 km s21. A portion of the hy-
perbolic encounter trajectory is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. The upper vector diagram represents Eq.~1! of the text. It shows the
transformation of the heliocentric velocityv08 of the spacecraft before en
counter to its planetocentric velocityv0. W8 is the heliocentric velocity of
Jupiter. The lower vector diagram represents Eq.~2! in the text. It shows the
transformation of the planetocentric velocity of the spacecraftv1 after en-
counter to its heliocentric velocityv18 .

Fig. 2. The ecliptic plane projection of the December 1973 hyperbolic
counter trajectory of Pioneer 10 with Jupiter as viewed in the planetoce
coordinate system. The small dots along the trajectory are at 2 hour inte
and the large dot at the moment of closest approach is labeled periapsis
symbolg represents Earth’s vernal equinox.
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In the heliocentric coordinate system, the post-encoun
velocity v18 of the spacecraft was given by

v185v11W8, ~2!

as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 1. The magnitude ofv18
was 22.4 km s21 and it was directed at 83° counterclockwis
of the Sun-planet line.

Hence, by virtue of gravitational assist the heliocent
speed of the spacecraft had increased from 9.8 km s21 to
22.4 km s21 and its kinetic energy had increased by a fac
of 5.2.

At 5.05 AU the necessary heliocentric speed for esc
from the Sun’s gravitational field is 18.7 km s21. Therefore,
the overall effect of the encounter was to transform the~cap-
tive! elliptical orbit of Pioneer 10 into a hyperbolic escap
orbit from the solar system~Fig. 3!.

The enormous efficacy of gravitational assist is emp
sized by estimating the necessary magnitude of a multis
combination of chemical rockets for providing the same
crease in speed and kinetic energy and change of directio
the spacecraft as did its encounter with Jupiter. Such a c
bination comparable to the huge Atlas/Centaur/Upper St
vehicle that launched the 260 kg spacecraft from Ca
Canaveral would have been needed to provide the same
fect if applied to the spacecraft in free space.

If Pioneer 10 had passed ahead of Jupiter rather than
hind it, the heliocentric kinetic energy of the spacecr
would have been decreased rather than increased. Inde
is possible to decrease the heliocentric velocity of a spa
craft to zero so that it falls radially inward toward the Sun
an initial speed of about 41 km s21 can be achieved at 1 AU
The analysis of energy-decreasing cases employs the s
type of considerations as presented above.

III. THE PHYSICS OF GRAVITATIONAL ASSIST

The foregoing description of the encounter of Pioneer
with Jupiter is a faithful account from the engineering po
of view. However, it tends to support rather than dispel
paradox of Sec. I.

-
ic
als
he

Fig. 3. The projection on the ecliptic plane of the heliocentric path of P
neer 10 before and after its close encounter with Jupiter on 4 Decem
1973. The dots along the trajectory are at one-month intervals. Also sh
are the orbit of the Earth~^! and a portion of the orbit of Jupiter~"!.
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The essence of the paradox is ignoring the effect of
encounter on the velocity of the rapidly moving planet. Th
effect is essential in principle, though miniscule in relati
magnitude.

In the language of Newtonian physics, the sum of the
ear momenta of the spacecraft and the planet after the
counter was the same as the sum of their momenta befor
encounter. Also the encounter was perfectly elastic so
the sum of the kinetic energies of the two bodies after
encounter was the same as the sum of their kinetic ener
before the encounter.

The following discussion employs several symbols in a
dition to those defined in Sec. II:

Dv85change of heliocentric velocity of the

spacecraft as a result of the encounter;

DW85change of heliocentric velocity of the planet

as a result of the encounter;

DEs85change in kinetic energy of the spacecraft;

DEp85change in kinetic energy of the planet;

u85angle betweenv08 andDv8, 55°;

Q85angle betweenW8 andDW8, 166°;

m5mass of the spacecraft, 260 kg;

M5mass of Jupiter, 1.9031027 kg.

The overall ballistic effect on Pioneer 10 by the encoun
was represented by the following equation:

v185v081Dv8. ~3!

This vector equation is shown graphically in Fig. 4. T
magnitude ofDv8 was 15.3 km s21.

By Newton’s second and third laws of motion the impul
applied to the spacecraft by the planet’s gravitational fo
caused a change in its linear momentummDv8 and the im-
pulse applied to the planet by the spacecraft’s gravitatio
force caused a change in its linear momentumMDW8. The
two changes were of equal magnitude and opposite in se
i.e.,

mDv852MDW8 ~4!

Fig. 4. This vector diagram represents Eq.~3! of the text v185v081Dv8
whereinv08 andv18 are the heliocentric velocities of the spacecraft before a
after the encounter, respectively, andDv8 is the net change of velocity.
450 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 5, May 2003
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and the ratio of the magnitudes of the two vectors

DW8

Dv8
5

m

M
51.4310225. ~5!

Hence, using the observed value ofDv8,

DW8522.1310224 km s21. ~6!

Figure 4 shows thatDW8 was in such a direction~opposite to
that of Dv8! as to reduce the orbital speed of the planet a
also change its direction of motion. It is clear from~6! that
both effects were exceedingly small.

The nature of the encounter assures that the sum of
kinetic energies of the spacecraft and the planet after
encounter was the same as the sum of their kinetic ener
before the encounter; i.e., the observed gain in kinetic ene
of the spacecraft must be equal to the loss of kinetic ene
of the planet. Nevertheless, it is instructive to verify this by
calculation using actual data. The gain in kinetic energy
the spacecraft is

DES85
m

2
@~v18•v18!2~v08•v08!# ~7!

and using Eq.~3!,

DES85m@v08•Dv81~Dv8!2/2#. ~8!

In Eq. ~8! the two terms within the brackets are of comp
rable magnitude and

v08•Dv85v08Dv8 cosu8, ~9!

whereu8 is the angle between the vectorsv08 andDv8 ~Fig.
4!. Using the actual values ofv08 , Dv8, andu8

DEs85203 m kg km2 s22. ~10!

Similarly, for the planet

DEp85M @W8•DW81~DW8!2/2#. ~11!

In this case, the second term within the brackets is neglig
in magnitude relative to the first. Then using Eq.~4!,

DEp85m@W8Dv8 cosQ8#. ~12!

Using actual values ofW8, Dv8,andQ8,

DEp852200 m kg km2 s22, ~13!

which is equal to the negative ofDEs8 within rounding errors
in the data.

If W8 had been zero in Eq.~12!, there would have been, t
high accuracy, no loss of kinetic energy of the planet a
hence no gain of kinetic energy by the spacecraft, as
indeed the case in the planetocentric frame of referen
Thus, it is clear that the observed gain in heliocentric kine
energy of Pioneer 10 in its close encounter with Jupiter w
entirely dependent on the fact that the planet itself was
motion.

Recognition of this fact dispels the paradox of Sec. I a
answers the student’s question, ‘‘What am I missing?’’ F
ther explanation is provided in the Appendix.

IV. REMARKS

It is, of course, possible to determine the heliocentric t
jectories of both the spacecraft and the planet by stepw
numerical calculation without any explicit mention of grav
tational assist. But such an approach abandons the con
tual clarity of using the well-understood hyperbolic traje
tory of the spacecraft in the planetocentric frame of refere
and hinders the recognition of the basic principles of phys
involved in the encounter.

d
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Gravitational assist is an example of the restricted thr
body problem of celestial mechanics, long known to astro
mers following the seminal work of Lagrante~circa 1772!.4,5

In this problem, as in the example in the present paper, th
are two massive bodies~the Sun and Jupiter! and a third
body ~Pioneer 10! of far lesser mass, each moving in th
gravitational field of the others. The third body is referred
as of infinitesimal mass, subject to gravitational forces by
other two bodies but exerting no force on them, a satisfac
approximation though defective in principle. The motion
comets within the solar system has been a classical subje
the restricted three-body problem. Specific solutions sh
how a heliocentric parabolic orbit can be transformed int
hyperbolic one or into an elliptical one during encounter w
a planet. The essential parameters in each case are the
pact parameter’’~the perpendicular distance from the cen
of the planet to the planetocentric asymptotic approach v
tor of the comet!; the gravitational escape speed of an obj
from the surface of the planet, namelyA2GM/r , whereG is
Newton’s gravitational constant,M is the mass of the plane
andr is its radius; the heliocentric orbital speed of the plan
and the planetocentric approach speed of the comet. Bec
Jupiter’s massM is much greater than that of any oth
planet, it has the most prominent role in perturbing the orb
of comets.

Another astronomical example of the three-body probl
arises in considering the potential capture of a passing a
oid into an elliptical orbit about the Earth~or another planet!.
In the two-body problem, involving only the Earth and th
asteroid, capture is impossible. The asteroid either strikes
Earth or it flies by in an Earth-centered hyperbola. But i
second massive body, the Moon, is added to the problem
capture of the asteroid becomes possible under very spe
ized circumstances.

The gravitational assist technique has been of central
portance in many space missions during the past 30 ye
Pioneer 10’s encounter with Jupiter; Pioneer 11’s encoun
with Jupiter and Saturn; Voyager 1’s encounters with Jup
and Saturn; Voyager 2’s encounters with Jupiter, Saturn, U
nus, and Neptune; Mariner 10’s encounters with Venus
Mercury, Cassini’s encounters with Venus and the Earth;
ysses’ encounter with Jupiter to achieve an out-of-eclip
orbit; and the successive encounters of the Galileo space
with satellites of Jupiter as it has been in orbit about t
planet.6,7 The most straightforward planning of future spa
missions inward toward the Sun and outward to Pluto
pends on gravitational assist by Jupiter fly-bys.
451 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 5, May 2003
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APPENDIX

Here is a succinct way to see why a small spacecraft
extract substantial energy from a massive, moving plane

Let the momentum imparted by Jupiter to the spacec
be Dp8. After the spacecraft has left the planet’s vicinit
Jupiter’s momentum isM W82Dp8, and so its velocity is
W82Dp8/M . Thus Jupiter’s kinetic energy has become
1
2M ~W82Dp8/M !•~W82Dp8/M !

5
1

2
MW822W8•Dp81

~Dp8!2

2M
.

To first approximation, Jupiter has lost an amount of ene
equal toW8•Dp8, independent of how massive the planet.
Thus even a tiny spacecraft can extract a finite amoun
energy from an overwhelmingly massive planet—provid
the planet is moving initially. Here ‘‘finite’’ is contrasted with
‘‘infinitesimal.’’

Why is the initial motion of the planet so crucial? To e
tract energy, the spacecraft must exert a force on the pl
and do a negative amount of work on it. Thus the force m
act over a distance. If the force must set the massive pla
into motion, then the distance traveled in a fixed time int
val will be inversely proportional to the planet’s massM and
hence will be insignificantly small. If, however, the planet
already moving, then the distance traveled will be indep
dent ofM ~to good approximation! and hence the work don
may be significant, as we have seen.
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